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By Jerry Ahern, Photos by Sharon Ahern
The Rossi (www.rossiusa.com) name in

firearms is an old and well-respected one,
Amadeo Rossi founding his company – which is
still family owned – in 1889. Ask any firearms afi-
cionado to name Brazil’s firearms manufacturers
and you’ll likely hear the names Forjas Taurus and
Amadeo Rossi. These days, you would also hear
the name “BrazTech International” as well. 

One associates Rossi with a line of handguns
that are more economical versions of S&W- or
Taurus-like double-action revolvers. And, indeed,
Rossi still offers these traditional favorites. Two,
four or six-inch, blued or stainless steel, .38 Spe-
cial or .357 Magnum, these steady sellers are
stalwarts of the line. But, Rossi also offers a
unique survival rifle/shotgun line along with a
diverse grouping of firearms you won’t find from
other sources. One such handgun is the Rossi
Ranch Hand. It’s a “kind-of” rifle, but it’s legally
an ordinary handgun. It combines a Model 92
Winchester-style action with a 12” barrel and a
sawn-off butt stock. This type of firearm is some-
times called a “Mare’s Leg” or even “Mare’s
Laig.” Some of you are saying, “Wait a minute!
ATF considers that a sawed-off rifle!” If the Rossi
Ranch Hand had been built as a rifle, then cut
down to these dimensions, this would be true.
The Ranch Hand is built as a handgun.

Let’s go back to 1958. Television viewers were
insane for westerns. One might correctly surmise,
in these days before TV remotes, that husbands
and fathers were able to out sprint wives and
mothers to the channel dial, likely caused by
women wearing high heels all the time, just like
Donna Reed and “the Beaver’s” TV mom, Barbara
Billingsley always did. The late Robert Culp, who
would go on to a long and successful career, as
many of us remember, played Texas Ranger Hobie
Gilman in “Trackdown.” An episode of “Track-
down” introduced a bounty hunter named “Josh
Randall,” played by the young actor Steve
McQueen, among his credits the original big

screen version of “The Blob.” The term for that
episode of “Trackdown” that will be operational
here is “backdoor pilot,” wherein an episode of an
existing television program is used to introduce a
character or characters who will be having (the
producers hope) a spin-off series. Such proved the
case here, with McQueen’s bounty hunter appear-
ing in “Wanted: Dead Or Alive” from 1958
through 1961. Despite the fact his cartridge belt
sported more visually interesting and physically
larger rifle cartridges – .45-70s – the rifle-like
handgun fired one of the standard revolver rounds
of the western frontier that also chambered in
Winchester rifles, .44-40.

McQueen’s gun – there were several, actually –
was built off an original Winchester, but was not a
sawed-off rifle in the legal sense. I’m not quite
sure why that is, however. But, as stated, neither is
the gun from Rossi, nor versions of this type of
firearm from a few other sources.

The Mare’s Leg pops up elsewhere in films and
television. One of Sharon’s and my favorite televi-
sion series of many seasons back was “The
Adventures of Brisco County, Jr.,” wherein Brisco’s
partner, “Lord Bowler,” played marvelously well
by the late Julius Carry, may have used a Mare’s
Leg. I’ve been reviewing episodes to determine
that one way or the other – and, it’s a great excuse
to watch some terrific television.

The Rossi Ranch Hand I tested was in .357
Magnum, the pistol also offered in .44 Magnum
and .45 Colt. It was a pleasant gun to shoot, but
an odd one. I wound up using my support hand
on the nicely fitted hardwood fore end, the shoot-
ing hand on the wrist of the stock, just as I would
hold a lever-action rifle. The rub there is that the
truncated butt stock cannot be put to the shoulder,
as one would do with a rifle.

I loaded the Ranch Hand with five Black Hills
(www.black-hills.com) 125-grain Jacketed Hollow
Points (red box = new). The tubular magazine
takes six, and a seventh round can be had by
working the pleasantly smooth hoop lever to
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Right profile shot of the
Rossi shows the classic

Mare’s Leg profile so familiar
from television. The Rossi

safety disallows cocking the
hammer while engaged.

Note also the saddle ring, a
nice touch. Ahern found the
Rossi extremely pleasant to
shoot, the weapon function-
ing perfectly, albeit different

from most firearms when
fired across the sights.
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